The paper outlines recent efforts of the research team directed by the author on the development of efficient means for reducing the deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) run-up distance and time for liquid-fueled air-breathing Pulse Detonation Engine (PDE) applications. The main objective of the studies was to ensure fast DDT in a PDE tube at the lowest possible ignition energy, at the shortest distance, with the lowest pressure loss, and using aviation kerosene TS-1 (Russian analogue of JetA) as fuel and air as oxidizer.
Fast DDT concept
Classical mechanism of DDT in a straight smooth-walled tube includes several stages, 1,2 namely: (1) forced mixture ignition followed by formation of laminar flame, (2) progressive increase of the burning velocity due to various instabilities and flow turbulization ahead of the propagating flame, (3) formation and amplification of the shock wave ahead of the accelerating flame, and (4) autoignition of the shock-compressed explosive mixture in the region between the shock wave and the flame 3 ("explosion in the explosion" 4 ), leading to the formation of an overdriven detonation wave and then (5) selfsustaining Chapman -Jouguet detonation. The detonation run-up distance and time are known to be determined mainly by stages (1) to (3) 5 . For the onset of detonation in hydrocarbon fuel -air mixtures the apparent flame speed in the laboratory frame of reference should exceed 1000 m/s. 6 At such a flame speed the velocity of the shock wave propagating ahead exceeds 1300 m/s (Mach number М ~ 3.8), and pressure and temperature of the shock-compressed explosive gas exceed 1.7 MPa and 1200 K, respectively.
A new approach of detonation initiation in a straight smooth-walled tube has been suggested recently. [7] [8] [9] [10] It implies forced acceleration of the relatively weak shock wave traveling ahead of the flame up to the intensity sufficient for spontaneous detonation onset. For this purpose, a number of distributed ignition sources were mounted along the tube. To avoid poorly reproducible initial DDT stages (1) to (3) , the primary shock wave was generated either by an electric discharge [7] [8] [9] [10] or by an additional tube section with Shchelkin spiral. 10, 11 In the experiments, the primary shock wave was amplified by triggering each successive ignition source coherently with the shock wave arrival to the corresponding tube cross section. By other words, the shock wave was amplified due to fast forced ignition of the explosive mixture in the close vicinity to the propagating shock front. This approach made it possible to initiate detonation at a distance and time considerably shorter as compared with the classical DDT. In the experiments [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] with detonation initiation the time shift between shock wave arrival and gas ignition did not exceed 100 µs. At a larger time shift detonation did not arise, other conditions being equal. Interestingly, the admissible value of the time shift correlates well with the characteristic reaction time in marginal detonation waves. 12 In the experiments [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] the detonation of the stoichiometric propane -air mixture was initiated in a tube 51 mm in diameter at the initial shock wave velocity at the level of 800-1000 m/s (Mach number М ~ 2.4-3.0). Note that to form such a shock wave ahead of the propagating flame front the latter should accelerate to the apparent flame speed of about 550-750 m/s. This speed is considerably lower than the flame speed (~1000 m/s), required for spontaneous DDT. Therefore, if one makes a provision for the forced amplification of the shock wave ahead of the propagating flame, one can shorten the DDT run-up distance and time considerably, i.e., to ensure "fast" DDT. From now on, we will use the term "fast" DDT implying the onset of detonation in the fuel -air mixture at the condition when the turbulent flame accelerates to the speed, which is considerably lower than that required for the classical DDT in a straight tube. The classical DDT will be therefore referred to as the "slow" DDT 9 to distinguish it from the fast DDT. The new approach for detonation initiation [7] [8] [9] [10] was named 9 as "detonation initiation by a traveling external ignition source."
Let us turn over from the DDT in a straight smooth-walled tube to the DDT in a tube with regular obstacles. 2, 13 . The mechanism of DDT in such tubes is somewhat similar to the mechanism 1-6 described above. However there exist some important differences. First, in the obstructed tube the flame accelerates considerably faster due to additional turbulization of the fresh explosive mixture by obstacles. Second, additional mechanisms of mixture ignition come into play: the mixture can autoignite due to reflection of the shock wave from the obstacle or (in case of large obstacles) due to mixing of jets of hot combustion products with a relatively cold explosive gas.
1,2
A possibility of local autoignition of the reactive mixture at shock wave reflection from obstacles suggests an idea 9 that in tubes with obstacles one can expect the existence of an alternative scenario of detonation initiation by a traveling spontaneous (rather than external) ignition source, which supplements the classical DDT scenario. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] In this case, mixture ignition in the vicinity of the shock wave propagating ahead of the flame occurs due to autoignition of the mixture behind a reflected shock wave rather than due to external stimulation of chemical activity. By other words, in the course of DDT process in the obstructed tube a particular stage seems to exist when fast detonation initiation by a traveling pulse of spontaneous ignition (fast DDT) is possible. Similar to the experiments on the DDT with external ignition sources [7] [8] [9] [10] , the feasibility of fast DDT is determined by the coherence of shock wave arrival to a particular tube cross section and mixture ignition in this section. In the case under consideration one has to compare the shock wave arrival at an obstacle with the mixture autoignition behind the reflected shock wave. The latter is known to be characterized by the ignition delay time.
The ignition delay time depends on mixture composition, as well as on shock wave intensity and compression phase duration. If one assumes that the admissible value of the ignition delay at normal shock reflection from an obstacle should be shorter than 100 µs then for the fast DDT in the stoichiometric propane -air mixture one will need an incident shock wave traveling at the velocity of 950-970 м/c (M ~ 2.8).
14 In the course of DDT such a shock wave is generated by the flame propagating at speed of about 700 m/s. At normal reflection of such a shock wave from an obstacle, the pressure and temperature attain the values of about 4.5 MPa and 1300 K. The estimated value of the shock wave velocity is well within the range of the shock velocities in the experiments on detonation initiation by a traveling external ignition source. [7] [8] [9] [10] Hence, at the DDT stage when the flame speed in the stoichiometric propane -air mixture is well below 700 m/s, there are seemingly no prerequisites for the fast DDT. At this stage, turbulent flame accelerates progressively and the shock wave is gradually amplified due to interaction with compression waves generated by the flame and by ignition spots arising in the vicinity to obstacles. When the flame speed exceeds the characteristic value of 700 m/s and the shock wave velocity exceeds 950-970 m/s, the fast DDT becomes theoretically possible Note that the estimates given above do not take into account various effects caused by expansion of the explosive mixture which inevitably come into play at shock wave diffraction at obstacles. These effects depend on the obstacle shape and result in increasing of the ignition delay time and therefore lead to the growth of the threshold flame speed required for the fast DDT.
The possibility of 'fast' DDT raises fundamental questions regarding the conditions required for its realization. This paper provides the examples indicating feasibility of 'fast' DDT in the conditions when the flow behind a propagating shock wave experiences coherent localized ignitions.
Shaped obstacles
In view of the possibility of the fast DDT, the DDT run-up distance and time can be controlled by obstacle shape. 15 Surprisingly, the effect of obstacle shape on the propagating shock wave has not hitherto been studied, although the phenomenon of shock wave focusing in straight tubes after reflection from a nonflat end wall has long been known. 16 The computational and experimental studies described in this Section demonstrate that 'fast' DDT can be facilitated by appropriate shaping of regular obstacles in the tube. Among different shapes of obstacles, orifice plates ( Fig. 1a) and combinations of parabolas (Fig. 1b) were chosen for consideration. The height and the total crosssection area of the orifice plates in the x-y plane were kept similar to the shaped obstacles. Initially the channel was filled with a quiescent, premixed, explosive gas at temperature 0 T and pressure 0 p . A planar shock wave of initial Mach number M and compression phase duration τ was generated in the initiation section and, propagating from left to right, entered the obstructed section of the channel. In the obstructed section, gas ignition caused by shock wave reflections from the obstacles and by interactions between various wave systems can occur. After ignition, two scenarios of the post-shock flow evolution leading to detonation onset can be considered, namely, slow and fast DDT. This study is focused on the second, 'fast,' scenario. In this scenario, the stage of turbulent flame development and propagation is of minor importance as compared to Only a lower part of the channel is shown in the figure The mathematical model based on the full 2D Navier -Stokes equations supplemented by the equation of energy conservation, equations of chemical kinetics, and the ideal gas equation of state was reported elsewhere. 15 The numerical procedure was based on the finite volume approach and Godunov flux approximation and was implemented for parallel computing. The explosive gas was the stoichiometric propane-air mixture at normal initial conditions.
Figures 2a and 2b show the predicted snapshots of the temperature field in the channels with regular orifice plates ( Fig. 2a ) and regular shaped obstacles (Fig. 2b) . The initial parameters of the shock wave were: M = 3 and ≈ τ 800 s µ . The calculations for the channel with orifice plates did not result in the detonation onset (Fig. 2a) . Despite earlier ignition as compared to Fig. 2b , the orifice plates did not lead to the fast DDT. Only with the initial shock of Mach number exceeding 4.5 it was possible to initiate detonation in the channel with orifice plates. In Fig. 2b , spontaneous ignition occurred in the flow core above the fifth obstacle in the vicinity to the focal point at about 490 s µ (the upper snapshot). This ignition gave rise to a detonation. The detonation wave passed the obstructed section of the channel and propagated steadily in the smooth outlet section. When the initial shock wave entered the obstructed section from the right end, with other conditions being identical to those for Fig. 2b , no fast DDT was detected in the calculations. This test indicates the importance of the upwind and wake shapes of the obstacles.
For better understanding the fast DDT phenomenon we studied the preignition spatial temperature distributions in the vicinity to the ignition site above the fifth obstacle in Fig. 2b . The analysis testifies that the detonation forms due to spontaneous generation of strong blast waves in the exothermic centers. The mechanism of blast wave formation due to propagation of fast spontaneous flames in the compressible medium was studied elsewhere. 17 For checking the findings described above a series of experiments was performed. The experimental setup contained a high-pressure chamber (HPC) to generate shock waves of different initial intensity and a low-pressure chamber (LPC) with the obstructed section. The total length of the tube was 2.5 m. The HPC was initially separated from the LPC by the bursting diaphragm. The obstructed section was 100x100 mm square channel 1 m long with regular obstacles. This section reproduced exactly the shapes and arrangements of the obstacles of Figs. 1a and 1b. The experiments were made with the stoichiometric propylene-air mixture at normal initial conditions. The shock waves were generated by filling the HPC (up to 8 bar) with the stoichiometric propylene-oxygen mixture and igniting it with a standard spark plug. The reactive mixtures were prepared by partial pressures in two mixers. To register the propagation velocities of shock waves and detonations, 6 high-frequency pressure transducers were installed along the tube. The data acquisition system comprised an analog-to-digital converter and a PC. The measuring errors of shock wave velocity and pressure were estimated as 3% and 30%, respectively. The pressure records of the DDT in the tube with parabolically-shaped regular obstacles are shown in Fig. 3 . Table 1 shows the corresponding data for two experiments with shaped obstacles and orifice plates at identical initial conditions. Clearly, the use of shaped obstacles made it possible to promote fast DDT whereas the use of orifice plates did not result in the detonation onset.
Tube coils
As shown in the previous Section, the curved surfaces are capable of promoting fast DDT due to the onset of exothermic centers in the core flow behind the propagating shock wave. In view of it, fast DDT could be expected to arise more readily in curved rather than straight tubes. Thus, tube coils and bends should promote fast DDT. As a matter of fact, the experimental and computational studies described in this Section demonstrate that fast DDT can be facilitated by placing a tube coil on the way of the propagating shock wave. Figure 4 shows the schematic of the tube 36 mm in diameter equipped with the air-assist atomizer A, electrical igniter ED, Shchelkin spiral and removable coil section. 18, 19 . A similar setup with a tube 28 mm in diameter was also used in the experiments. The air-assist atomizer provided full mass flow rate of the two-phase n-hexane -air mixture through the tubes. The mixture with the mean equivalence ratio of 1.3 was ignited by the three-electrode electrical igniter ED located 60 mm downstream from the atomizer nozzle, where the mean drop size was 5-6 µm. Shchelkin spiral 600 mm long wounded from steel wire 4 mm in diameter with a pitch of 18 mm was used for increasing turbulence intensity in the two-phase spray issuing from the atomizer nozzle. The new element -coil -was used for checking the possibility of fast DDT downstream from the spiral section. High-frequency pressure transducers PT1-PT5 were used to register pressure histories and for determining pressure wave velocities.
In the experiments with the straight tube 36 mm in diameter with Shchelkin spiral but without coil the shock wave velocity at the exit from the spiral attained 900-1000 m/s and no fast DDT was detected. Variation of the spiral wire diameter, as well as spiral pitch and length did not result in any significant changes in the resultant shock waves at ignition energies up to 240 J. Similar experiments were performed with the straight tube 28 mm in diameter with Shchelkin spiral. In this tube, fast DDT was not observed and the shock wave velocity registered at the exit from the spiral section was at the level of 800-900 m/s. Figure 5 shows the pressure histories detected by pressure transducers PT1-PT5 in the 36-mm tube with Shchelkin spiral and coil at the ignition energy of 60 J. In this experiment, the fast DDT was detected. The shock wave velocity at the coil inlet was about 900 m/s. At the coil outlet (at a distance of about 1 m from the igniter) a detonation wave propagating at the velocity of 1750 20 ± m/s was registered (see PT3 record). The detonation wave propagated toward the end of the tube with the constant mean velocity. The fast DDT is solely attributed to the use of the coil. Multiple reflections of the shock wave from the compressive surfaces inside the coils facilitate detonation initiation. Such shock reflections resemble those arising in the course of shock wave propagation in the straight channel with regular shaped obstacles. In the computational studies, for resolving spatial effects inherent in shock wave propagation through a tube coil, the statement of the problem was based on 3D compressible Euler equations coupled with the single-step kinetic equation for a single progress variable calibrated to represent the stoichiometric propane -air mixture. For solving a set of governing equations, a special parallel LU-SGS algorithm was developed based on the implicit finitedifference scheme applying finite-volume spatial discretization with first-order Harten-Lax-van Leer approximation of fluxes. The unstructured computational grids of tube coils contained up to 1,400,000 cells with the minimal and maximal cell sizes of 0.25 and 0.7 mm, respectively. The time integration step was less than 1 s µ . The calculations were performed using 32 processors MVS-15000BM of the Joint Supercomputer Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences and took in average 5 CPU hours per each run. Shock-to-detonation transition in two configurations of tube coils filled with the stoichiometric propane-air mixture at normal conditions was considered. The first configuration was a circular 360-degree loop of the 28-mm tube 365 mm long (measured along the tube axis). The second configuration was a circular 360-degree loop of 36-mm tube 255 mm long (also measured along the tube axis). The inlet and outlet of each coil were positioned in the same normal plane and were in direct contact with each other. The primary shock wave at the coil inlet was modeled using Rankine-Hugoniot relationships at the shock discontinuity.
The results of calculations revealed salient features of the fast DDT phenomena and were in qualitative agreement with the experimental observations. The minimal (critical) Mach numbers of the primary shock wave required for fast DDT in the coils of first and second configurations were 3.9 and 3.6, respectively. Several discrete locations of DDT were observed in the calculations in the vicinity to the collision sites of shock waves reflected from inner and outer tube walls. At near-critical conditions, the fast DDT occurred in the second half-loop of the coil closer to the outlet (Fig. 6) . With increasing the shock wave Mach number above the critical value the transition region moved to the first half-loop of the coil closer to the inlet. The 3D effects were more pronounced for the tube coil of the second configuration with a smaller curvature radius and manifested themselves in the considerable deviation of the lead shock front from the planar shape.
U-bends
Tube bends are the elements, which can be used to ensure compact design of multitube PDEs. Surprisingly little work has been done on the reactive shock and detonation diffraction in such elements. 20 Our recent research on DDT in curved tubes 21, 22 has unequivocally demonstrated that tube curvature promoted fast DDT efficiently. The experimental and computational results were reported 21, 22 for the fast DDT in the stoichiometric propane-air mixture in a tube with a single U-bend of the internal radius equal to tube diameter (51 mm). The results demonstrated a considerable effect of the U-bend on detonation initiation. The U-bend of the tube promoted fast DDT: a shock wave entering the U-bend at a velocity exceeding 1100 m/s always transitioned to a detonation. The curvature of the Ubend, tube diameter, and compression phase duration of the initiating shock wave seem to be the most important governing parameters of the problem which determine the evolution of the initiating shock wave in such a system. In this Section we provide some new experimental and computational data on propagation of reactive shock waves in tubes with U-bends of the limiting curvature.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 7 . The setup comprised the detonation tube of round cross-section with two U-bends. The tube was fixed at the experimental stand, which was equipped with the utilities required for working with gaseous explosive mixtures. The explosive mixture was the stoichiometric propane-air. The mixture was prepared in the mixer at normal atmospheric conditions. At one end of the tube, a shock generator (SG) was mounted. Two types of SG were used: solid-propellant SG and electric-discharge SG. 21, 22 The tube 51 mm in inner diameter had three straight sections and two U-bends, both in one plane. The internal radius of the U-bends was 11 mm while the axial radius was 37 mm. Each U-bend was fabricated by welding four curved segments. The internal tube walls were smooth. Up to ten piezoelectric pressure transducers (PT1 to PT10) were mounted along the tube. The accuracy of shock wave velocity measurements was estimated as 4%. The data acquisition system was triggered by pressure transducer PT1. Figure 8 shows the variation of the mean shock wave velocity along the tube with the initial shock wave velocities in the range from 850 to 1300 m/s at the first measuring segment. In this experimental series, the shock waves transitioned to detonations after passing either the first U-bend, or the second U-bend, i.e., the fast DDT phenomenon was detected. The lowest mean velocity of the primary shock wave entering the first U-bend and leading to the detonation onset behind the second U-bend was about 800 m/s. This velocity value should be treated as the critical condition for the setup of Fig. 7 . Remind that in the experiments with a U-bend of smaller curvature, 21, 22 the critical shock wave velocity was about 1100 m/s. It is seen from Fig. 8 that the higher the primary shock velocity the faster is the onset of detonation. The kinetics of propane oxidation was modelled either by a single-stage overall reaction or using a 5-step overall mechanism. A more detailed description of the numerical procedure is available elsewhere. 21, 22 The computational studies revealed the important effect of the compression phase duration in the primary shock wave both on the fast DDT and the dynamic detonation structure. Figure 9 shows the situation when the primary shock wave transitions to a detonation behind the first U-bend. Interestingly, a slightly overdriven detonation arising behind the first U-bend suddenly decays behind the second U-bend due to the effect of a strong rarefaction wave and reignites as a single-cell Chapman -Jouguet detonation.
DDT in liquid hydrocarbon -air mixtures
Low detonability of jet propulsion kerosene in air is the key barrier for the progress in the development of airbreathing PDE. In view of it, arranging of fast DDT seems to be a promising solution. As a matter of fact, the experimental research outlined in this Section demonstrates that the use of fast DDT concept allows one to initiate a detonation of jet propulsion kerosene TS-1 (Russian analog of Jet-A) at short run-up distance and time applying a very small ignition energy. Figure 10 shows the experimental setup, comprising injector 1, detonation tube 2, igniter 3, pressure transducers 4, detonation arrester 5, air bottle 6, fuel valve 7, air compressor 8, kerosene tank 9, fuel filter 10, digital controller 11, power supply 12, PC 13, control relay 14, prevaporizer 15, thermostat 16, electrical heaters 17 and 18, and thermocouples 19. The fuel and air supply system provides the supply of fuel mixture components in constant proportion due to the same driving pressure. Mixing of fuel and air starts in the air-assist atomizer and terminates in the detonation tube of internal diameter 52 mm and 3 m long. The air-assist atomizer provides very fine kerosene drops 5 to 10 m µ in diameter. The two-phase fuel-air mixture is continuously injected to the prevaporizer section 15 of the detonation tube. In this section, kerosene drops are partly vaporized and the hybrid drop -vapor -air mixture follows to the tube section with Shchelkin spiral and a removable 2-coil tube segment.
Two sets of experiments have been made. In the first set, the detonation tube was straight, while in the second it contained a 2-coil tube segment as shown in incert C of Fig. 10 The fuel -air mixture was ignited in the prevaporizer either by a standard spark plug or by the three-electrode discharge. 11 In the experiments with the straight tube the ignition energy was varied from 5 to 700 J. The maximum registered shock wave velocity in the straight tube was about 1200 m/s (Fig. 11) .
The second experimental series was performed with the 2-coil tube segment. This tube segment consisted of two complete turns of the tube with the external diameter of 57 mm tightly around a rod 28 mm in diameter with the pitch of 255 mm. The curved tube segment was mounted 100 mm downstream from the end of the Shchelkin spiral. The ignition energy was varied from 5 to 176 J. In these experiments, we have repeatedly registered detonation even at the lowest ignition energy used (5 J). Figure 12 shows the example of pressure records by pressure transducers PT1 to PT7 at the ignition energy of 5 J indicating fast DDT with the onset of detonation between PT5 and PT6. Figure  13 shows the measured mean shock wave velocities along the detonation tube in 12 runs with the ignition energy ranging from 5 to 130 J. Clearly, fast DDT in kerosene -air mixture was repeatedly attained at a distance of about 2 m even at an ignition energy of 5 J. This effect is solely attributed to the use of the curved tube segment.
To further decrease the ignition energy we have designed and fabricated a flame-jet igniter operating on the principle of a classical prechamber with a standard spark plug. The igniter operating on a two-phase gasoline A80 (Octane number 80) -air mixture was attached to the detonation tube of Fig. 10 instead of the prevaporizer. Before ignition, the tube was purged by the two-phase mixture issuing through the igniter nozzle. Spark ignition of the mixture in the igniter (ignition energy 100 mJ) resulted in the energetic flame jet issuing through the igniter nozzle (Fig. 14) . As follows from Fig. 15 , this flame jet is capable of initiating a detonation via fast DDT in the 2-coil tube segment. Clearly, the concept of flame-jet ignition offers a promising way of decreasing the detonation ignition energy down to fractions of Joule. The total process time from mixture ignition in the igniter to detonation initiation was about 10.5 ms. The DDT time after the flame jet entered the detonation tube was about 5-6 ms. 
Concluding remarks
A concept of fast DDT 9 was applied to reduce the DDT run-up distance and time for air-breathing PDE applications. Various novel approaches were suggested and tested experimentally and computationally, namely, stimulation of fast DDT by using (1) traveling ignition sources, (2) tube segments with regular shaped obstacles, and (3) tube coils and U-bends. The use of certain combinations of these approaches made it possible to achieve fast DDT in kerosene -air mixture in a 51-mm tube with the run-up distance and time of about 2 m and 5-6 ms, respectively, applying spark ignition energy as low as 5 J. The use of a flame-jet igniter allowed decreasing the detonation ignition energy down to 100 mJ for gasoline -air mixture while keeping the run-up distance and time at the same level.
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